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QUESTION 1

In what order does Einstein Discovery present the insights that it uncovers? 

A. Alphabetical, in ascending order 

B. Alphabetical, in descending order 

C. Insights that explain the most variation in the outcome variable, in ascending order 

D. Insights that explain the most variation in the outcome variable, in descending order 

E. B and D 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

What are two core design principles to consider when building Analytics apps or dashboards? Choose 2 answers 

A. Emphasis: make sure they have space for important information, such as headlines and key charts. 

B. Clarity: make sure they are uncluttered and easy to interpret. 

C. Consistency: make sure they have a sense of familiarity to strengthen your users\\' ease of use. 

D. Balance: make sure they have a balance of different charts to get a more interesting design. 

Correct Answer: BC 

https://trailhead.salesforce.com/en/content/learn/modules/analytics-app-design/principles-good-design 

 

QUESTION 3

Trending data limits: Maximum number of trended datasets per user and rows per snapshot: 

A. 5 per user, 200,000 per snapshot 

B. 10 per user, 100,000 per snapshot 

C. 10 per user, 200,000 per snapshot 

D. 5 per user, 100,000 per snapshot 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

A company uses role hierarchy to implement data security in Salesforce. They want the same rolehierarchy-based



security model to apply in Einstein Analytics, but want the users in a role to see data owned by other users in the same
role. 

Using the "flatten" transformation, which attribute setting achieves this requirement? 

A. Set the attribute "selfjield" to true. 

B. Set the attribute "selfjield" to false. 

C. Set the attribute "include_self_id" to true. 

D. Set the attribute "include_self_id" to false. 

Correct Answer: C 

https://help.salesforce.com/articleView?id=bi_integrate_flatten_transformation_operation.htmandtype=5 

 

QUESTION 5

The Vice President of Sales wants to create a "Pipeline Trending" dashboard in Einstein Analytics that displays specific
colors depending on the values of the fields. 

Which two techniques can a consultant use to help address this requirement? Choose 2 answers 

A. Use an XMD file and assign colors to each field value. 

B. Use SAQL queries to calculate a color field and assign it to each field value. 

C. Use a compute Expression to calculate a color field and assign it to each field value. 

D. Use the "fields" menu when exploring the dataset and assign colors to each field value. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 6

A consultant created an Einstein Analytics dashboard in a sandbox. Now, the dashboard needs to be migrated into
production. 

To complete the migration, what are the consultant\\'s three options? Choose 3 answers 

A. Ant Migration Tool 

B. Analytics External Data API 

C. Analytics REST API 

D. Change sets 

E. Analytics dashboard connector 

Correct Answer: ACD 



 

QUESTION 7

What can you change in a Compare Table formula column? 

A. The filters 

B. The measure 

C. The grouping 

D. The formula and the name 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

In what order does Einstein Discovery present the insights that it uncovers? 

A. Alphabetical, in ascending order 

B. Alphabetical, in descending order 

C. Insights that explain the most variation in the outcome variable, in ascending order 

D. Insights that explain the most variation in the outcome variable, in descending order 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

What are Einstein Analytics prebuilt permission sets? Select 2: 

A. Einstein Analytics Platform Admin 

B. Einstein Analytics Platform User 

C. Einstein Analytics 

D. Einstein Analytics Superadmin 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 10

What is a valid permission for a permission set? 

A. Enable Parental Control 

B. Always Sign Me Up for Dreamforce 



C. Sales Analytics Apps 

D. Access Sales Cloud Analytics Templates and Apps 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

An Einstein Analytics team reports that when they start their dataflow it runs successfully with no errors or warnings, but
one of the fields does not return values when it is queried. 

What can be the origin of this issue7 

A. The field does not contain any data in Salesforce. 

B. The user who runs the dataflow does not have access to the field. 

C. The "Integration User Profile" does not have access to the field. 

D. The ""Security User Profile" does not have access to the field. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

The edgemart transformation gives the dataflow access to an existing, registered dataset that can contain Salesforce
data, external data, or a combination of both. 

Where is an edgemart transformation specified? 

A. Dataflow Editor 

B. Recipes Editor 

C. Step Editor 

D. Settings 

Correct Answer: A 

https://help.salesforce.com/articleView?id=bi_integrate_edgemart_transformation.htmandtype=5 
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